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Abstract
The paper aims to identify and measure the impact of factors responsible in
shaping the behavior of defensive assets in the Ethiopian banking sector. The
focus of the analysis is on the Ethiopian banking sector rather than an individual
bank. An attempt is made to capture how the Ethiopian banking sector adjusts its
defensive asset position to changes in money supply, relative yields on asset
holdings, discount rate, the demand for different bank assets, availability of
funds, and legal reserve requirements. Except for required reserves, discount rate
and relative yields on asset holdings, the rest of the explanatory variables are
statistically significant in explaining the short-run behavior of defensive assets.
The paper concludes initial stock of excess reserves, treasury bills, loans and
their lag, narrow money supply, saving deposit of the public held with different
financial institutions, and bank capital are what explain short-run behavior of
defensive assets in the Ethiopian banking sector. Finally, the difference in the
behavior of excess & free reserves found to be negligible which is a signal of
insignificant use of short-term borrowings in the Ethiopian commercial banking
system.
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Short-run Behavior of Defensive Assets in the Banking Sector
1. Introduction
Defensive assets in the banking sector include excess reserves & free reserves.
Free reserves are excess reserves net of borrowings. As the size of defensive
assets in a bank asset portfolio affects the profitability, liquidity and safety of
banks by influencing the size of earning asset, liquid asset and general reserves,
they remain to be topical issue of research in the financial sector. Accordingly,
the attempt of this paper is to identify and measure the impact of the major
factors that shape the behavior of defensive assets in the Ethiopian banking
sector. In this study, rather than using the conventional four variable approach, a
broader and new approach is used. Through this study a sincere attempt has been
made to understand how the Ethiopian banking sector adjusts its defensive asset
position with respect to changes that are internal and external to bank operation.
This includes variables such as changes in money supply, relative yields on asset
holdings, discount rate, the demand for different bank assets, availability of
funds, and legal reserve requirements.
This paper is organized into seven parts. In Part II related literatures are
reviewed. Part III lays down the theoretical framework. In part IV the empirical
model is set while the required unit root tests that validate the use of the data are
discussed in section V. Part VI deals with estimation and results. Finally, the
findings of the study are concluded and appropriate policy recommendations are
made in part VI of the study.
2. Empirical Review
A considerable body of literature exists on matters relating to commercial bank
short-run portfolio behavior. Most of the studies are related to borrowing from
central banks, adjustments to excess reserves, and earning assets. In their model
regarding excess reserves, Bryan and Carleton (1967), Fraser and Rose (1973),
and Crammer and Miller (1978) generally used four explanatory variables: the
yield on treasury bills, the rate on federal funds, the Federal Reserve discount
rate and the difference of treasury bill rate and discount rate. However, if we see
the practices in the Ethiopian banking system, there are no applicable interbank
borrowing rates and no discount rates are available for use. While the discount
rates are nonexistent as no single bank ever used the discount window, there are
no adequate data on interbank lending rates as such transactions are sporadic in
the Ethiopian banking system and thus determined by banks themselves. Given
this, the use of similar variables will not bear any fruit in explaining the behavior
of defensive assets in the Ethiopian commercial banking sector. Thus, a broader
and alternative approach should be sought. In view of this, Takele (2013) and
Takele and Prasad (2012) used antecedent variables that fit into the context of
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the Ethiopian Banking sector though they addressed the treasury bill and excess
reserve behaviors than defensive asset behaviors that embrace both excess and
free reserves.
An interesting point in relation to this is the bold admission of Fraser and Rose
(1973; p-4) that their model failed to explain particularly cash assets and excess
reserves. Fraser and Rose’s (1973) use of total allocable funds as determined by
subtracting reserves required against deposits from total assets has problem. This
is because the source of bank funds is all liabilities including bank capital: new
equities may be issued or earnings may be retained to strengthen a bank’s
liquidity position. In this paper emphasis is given on studying the behavior of
defensive assets in the Ethiopian banking sector in the manner that the above
admitted weaknesses in the models of previous authors get alleviated. Rather
than using only total allocable funds, other elements of a bank liability portfolio
such as retained earnings and new equities issued are incorporated as they have a
strong theoretical backing in impacting the behavior of defensive assets. Besides,
macro variables such as the supply of both narrow and broad money along with
discount rate are used as factors affecting the behavior of defensive assets.
3. Theoretical Framework
Both excess reserves and free reserves are defensive assets. Excess reserves
include cash in vault, balance with other banks and balances exceeding the
required reserve to be held in a central bank while free reserves are excess
reserves less borrowings (Frost, 2004). Excess reserves are defined as the
amount of legal reserves above or below required reserves (Fraser and Rose,
1973). While the definition by Fraser and Rose (1973) tried to show the
existence of both negative and positive defensive position by a bank, Frost
(2004) emphasized on the conventional definition of excess reserves where
excess reserves are only possibilities of above the required legal reserve
position.Given this, it is important to note that the definition by Fraser and Rose
(1973) is more comprehensive and profound than Frost’s (2004) in that both
aspects of excess reserves are covered in the former.
Theoretically, liquidity is required to meet legal requirements, deposit
withdrawals and fresh loan requests. Excess liquidity is a defensive position held
to meet such legal constraints and unexpected contingencies (Tobin, 1982). Over
and above of what has been stated above, the availability of debt instruments and
their respective yield rates, the efficiency of the secondary markets and the
opportunity cost of holding excess cash are the major factors that determine the
size of defensive assets in a bank asset portfolio.
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Borrowings could be sought from central banks, other banks and corporations.
Borrowings from corporations could be in the form of certificates of deposits
(CDs) of certain denominations and repurchase agreements (repos).However,
both of these money market instruments do not exist in the Ethiopian financial
system limiting the possible sources of debt instruments traded in the Ethiopian
money market to the discount window and the federal funds market. This could
be a signal for little or no actual difference between excess reserves and free
reserves in the non-earning asset holdings of the Ethiopian commercial banking
sector.
Our analyses of the relationship between the different components of asset
portfolio and related variables with the defensive asset position of a bank
includes treasury bills, yield differential between bank rate and treasury bill rate,
loans and investments and the yield differential between them.
The rate on Treasury bills is set as proxy to capture the opportunity cost of
holding defensive assets given the nature of Treasury bills as the most liquid
earning assets. Bank rate is also set proxy for the cost of negative defensive
position (Goldfeld, 1966; and Tobin 1982). Treasury bills, as like other liquid
short-term investments, are assumed to have strong negative association with
defensive asset holdings. Besides, it is hypothesized that the relationship between
bank rate and defensive assets be significant and positive. In their association
with Treasury bill rates, defensive assets are expected to maintain a negative
relationship. Thus, combining the above two hypotheses, the yield differential
between the discount rate and treasury bill rate is expected to show a positive
association.
The more a bank invests on earning assets the less will be its defensive assets.
Hence, the association between loans and defensive assets shall be a negative
one. However, the relationship between lag of loan and excess reserves is not
that of disbursement rather collection (loan repayment on installment basis).
Thus, a positive association is expected between the two. Finally, a positive
association is expected between defensive assets and yield differential of lending
and investment in long-term securities.
Regarding, the liability portfolio of a bank, a priori we expect a negative
association between required reserves and defensive asset holdings. Given a
certain actual reserve position, when required reserves increase, defensive assets
should decrease. This is because actual reserve of a bank is the sum total of its
required reserve and excess reserve.
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Moreover, a priori defensive assets should maintain positive association both
with demand deposits and saving deposits. The more a bank possesses demand
deposits than time deposits the more defensive assets it carries, ceteris paribus.
This leads us to another hypothesis: a priori defensive assets should maintain
positive relationship both with narrow money supply and saving deposit of the
public held in all financial institutions. However, the magnitude of relationship
with demand deposits should be stronger than saving deposits.
Bank capital which is another element of a bank liability portfolio is expected to
maintain a positive relationship with defensive assets though weak. Assuming
that a bank raises some capital in the form of additional equity in its attempt to
improve its capital adequacy ratio, liquidity position and lending potential, we
expect a positive association between bank capital and defensive assets.
4. Econometric Model
The asset and liability management of banks involves the management of bank
assets, liabilities and factors external to the bank and thus is multivariate.
Because bank portfolio elements such as deposits or loans are often related with
a time lag to another variable such as investments, the process is dynamic
(Cramer and Miller, 1978). With this we can say that the time series financial
analysis of bank behavior is both dynamic and multivariate.
Although Aigner (1973), Aigner and Bryan (1971), Anderson and Burger (1969),
Bryan (1957), Bryan and Carleton (1967), Fraser and Rose (1973) Hester and
Pierce (1975), and Melnik (1975) have dealt with the multivariate aspect of the
process, their work lacks the dynamic properties in that the short run behavior
are not well addressed. However, the research works of Cramer and Miller (1976
and 1978) though addresses both the multivariate and dynamic properties though
the model failed to incorporate important variables such as macroeconomic and
asset and liability composition variables whose importance in the study of bank
portfolio behavior have already been discussed both in the literature review and
theoretical framework parts of this study.
In this model, besides the relevant variables used by previous researchers, size of
different asset and liability portfolios and macroeconomic variables are
incorporated in an attempt to improve the estimation capacity of previous
models.
In an attempt to improve the estimation capacity of the previous models new
variables viz., size of different asset and liability portfolios and macroeconomic
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variables are included. This is besides the relevant variables that had been used
by previous researchers.
The right-hand side of the general model (see equation 1) constitutes five
important components: (1) the lag of the explained variable, (2) asset portfolio
variable, (3) liability portfolio variable, (4) yield and interest rate variables, and
(5) macro-economic variables. Besides, Dummy variables are included where
appropriate. For example, dummies are used in the attempt to capture impact of
major policy changes.
In developing this model some very important assumptions are made. These
assumptions, though somehow modified, were used by Cramer and Miller
(1978).
(1) All the explanatory variables are exogenous - the explanatory variables
do not depend on the dependent variable.
(2) There is a time series relationship between the explanatory and explained
variable,
(3) the explanatory variable lags or contemporaneous the explained
variables, and
(4) the independent variables have no lead or lag relationship
To briefly explain the rationale of setting the assumption that there is a time
series relationship between the explanatory and explained variable is the strong
belief that the Ethiopian banking system will follow the pattern suggested by
most theories of bank financial behavior.
With respect the assumption that the explanatory variables should lag or
contemporaneous the explained variable, the rationale for such an assumption to
make is for an explanatory variable to cause the explained variable it shall exist
before the explained variable (Fisher and et.al, 2007). Finally, regarding the last
assumption, for the explanatory variables to claim independent causality, they
shall not co-integrate each other.
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The general model that captures the different asset and liability portfolio
behavior of commercial banks is presented as follows:
n
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--------------- Eq. 1

Where,
= amount of defensive assets in different periods
= the lag of defensive assets
= ith asset
=jth liability
= yield and/or interest rate(s) earned and/or paid on kth asset and/or liability,
respectively
= lth macroeconomic variable
= stochastic term
Equations in the analysis part of the study are specified as linear in their
arguments, and parameters are estimated by least squares methods. Since this is
the usual practice (and in the case of time series is normally accompanied by
extreme optimism with respect to the behavior of residuals), perhaps no further
comment is necessary. On the other hand, the adequacy of the assumption of
linearity depends (among other things) upon the absence of interaction among
independent variables (Bryan and Carleton, 1967).
The lag of the explained variable shall be included as we are conducting a time
series study. The lag variable helps to capture the influence of past portfolio
decisions regarding a given explanatory variable on its present behavior. Asset
portfolio
variables
have
been
included
to
measure
the
substitution/complementary effects of other competing/complementing asset
portfolio variables and also to measure the relationship between asset and
liability portfolios. Liability portfolio elements are also included to measure what
sources of funds what uses of funds and how much they cost in their funding.
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Besides, the inclusion of yield and interest rate variables is intended to measure
the impact of yields and interest rates on allocating and attracting funds. Finally,
macroeconomic variables are included as they affect deposits size and
variability, demand for loans, and securities.
Given the potential relationships explained in the theoretical framework section,
the following can be summarized. The lag variable of defensive assets, required
reserves, amount of treasury bills in a bank portfolio, loan and its lag, saving
deposits, demand deposits, bank capital, Treasury bill rates and discount rates are
expected to maintain an association with defensive assets and explain their
behavior. Generally, the explanatory variables are entered into the multivariate
model according to the theoretical model of bank portfolio behavior as suggested
by Crammer and Miller (1978). In view of the general model and theoretical
framework, the relationship between defensive assets and the explanatory
variables is mathematically represented as shown below.
ER  f (ER1, RR, T , L, L1, M1, M 2M1, K, RDRB, RLRG)

------------- Eq. 2

FR  f (FR1, RR, T, L, L1, M1, M2M1, K, RDRB, RLRG) ------------ Eq. 3
Where,
ER (FR) = excess (free) reserve of the banking sector,
ER (FR ) = lag of excess (free) reserves
RR = required reserve,
T = treasury bills purchased,
L = loan disbursed,
= loanlag,
M1= narrow money supply,
M2M1= saving deposit held in different financial institutions by the public, i.e.
M2-M1
K = bank capital,
RDRB = yield differential between discount rate and Treasury bill rate, and
RLRG = yield differential between lending and long-term securities
The analytical model developed from the theoretical frameworks that were set in
the previous section and the mathematical relationships presented in this section
takes the following look.
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ER 0 1ER1 2RR3T 4L5L1 6M17M2M18K 9RDRB10RLRG et

---------Eq. 4
FR 0 1FR1 2RR3T 4L5L1 6M17M2M18K 9RDRB10RLRG et

--------- Eq. 5
Where, et is a stochastic term
The Data: Nature and Source
As this research aims at studying the overall portfolio behavior of excess
reserves in the Ethiopian commercial banking sector, the banking sector is taken
as the research unit. Given this, the best appropriate data type to be considered
for such studies are time series data and same has been used. The data used in
this study have been collected from quarterly balance sheet and income
statement reports submitted by all commercial banks to the National bank of
Ethiopia.
The nature of the data used in this study is level data: it is not seasonally
adjusted. The study also covers the period from the first quarter of 2000 to the
second quarter of 2010. Thus, there are a total of 42 observations included in this
study. The study period started from year 2000 as part of the effort to incorporate
the impact of private banks in the study as the first private bank of the country
after the 1975 nationalization of banks by the military regime was established in
1995 and went operational in 1996. Quarterly data have been used in an attempt
to increase the number of observations so that the research could meet
econometric tests.
5. Unit Root Test
Before the data on excess reserves were used for estimation, they were tested for
unit root problem. The test results showed unit root problem with the level data.
To correct the unit root problem, the level data were first differenced, and found
to be significant at 1% when checked with Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF), and
Phillips-Perron (PP) test statistics.
In an attempt to complement the Augmented Dickey-Fuller, and Phillips-Perron
test statistics the same decision variables were tested for stationary using
Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin test statistics and Kwiatkowski-PhillipsSchmidt-Shin (KPSS) test statistics (see table 3). Both of the decision variables
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were not rejected even at 10% level of significance, which is a very conservative
level of significance in KPSS test statistics.
Unit root test is conducted for both excess reserves and free reserves whose
short-run behaviors have to be studied. The technique of differencing will be
used to seek stationary of the variable to be studied.
With the unit root test, the data on the explained variables is checked for
stationarity which is a precondition for studying the short-run behaviors. Both
excess reserves and free reserves are found to be stationary in the first
differencing.
6. Estimation and Results
Based on the above analytical model, the explanatory variables were regressed
on the explained variable. All the potential explanatory variables except required
reserves and yield differentials are significant. Besides, all the explanatory
variables maintained the a priori expected sign. Moreover, the residuals of both
of the defensive assets are checked for unit root problem. However, all the three
tests: ADF, PP and KPSS indicate the data is stationary (see Table 1).
The graph for the residual of excess reserves indicates that excess reserves were
very low in the second and third quarter of year 2000. In this particular period,
money supply, loan disbursement and purchase of treasury bills were increasing
while withdrawal on earlier loan disbursements was declining. These factors
caused the depletion in defensive asset positions of banks. In this period, we can
also note that there were no policy changes regarding required reserves. The lag
of both of the defensive assets confirm the continued weakening of defensive
asset position in the year 2000.
Table 1: Unit root test of Excess Reserve and Free Reserve Data using
Augmented
Dickey-Fuller, Phillips-Perron, and Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-ShinTest
statistics
Variable
Excess reserve
Free reserve

First differenced
level data
Δer
Δfr

ADF test statistic
(t-statistics)
-7.69*
-7.68*

PP test statistic
(t-statics)
-7.69*
-7.68*

KPSS test statistic
(LM-Stat)
0.07
0.07

Source: Researcher’s own computation of quarterly banking sector data from
2000Q1 to 2010Q2
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* Significant at 1% for ADF and PP test statistics
The null hypothesis, i.e., the decision variable is stationary could not be rejected
even at 10% level of significance
The other outlier in bank holdings of defensive assets exists in the year 2008. In
this particular period, as it can be seen from Figures 1 & 2, there is a complete
rise in required reserve ratio. The National Bank of Ethiopia has increased the
required reserve ratio from 5% to 10% in July, 2007. It then again raised the
required reserve ratio from 10% to 15% in April 2008. This policy change is one
of the major factors that affected the extreme decline in excess reserves. Besides,
this period also witnessed increase in the purchase of treasury bills, taking it out
of its second all-time low after 2004. Money supply declined significantly. The
increase in loan disbursements also aggravated the problem while loan
repayment was not encouraging. It is the effect of all these major factors that
caused the low level of excess reserves in this particular period.
The opposite of what was explained in the above two paragraphs happened in the
first quarter of year 2009, where there was strong defensive asset position. The
major reason for such position as can be seen in both figures is the low level of
loan disbursement. This can be mainly attributed to the credit limit set by the
National Bank of Ethiopia on the banking sector besides the rise in the required
reserve ratio in the years 2007 and 2008.
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Fig. 1. : Explaining Major Changes in Excess Reserves Using
Residuals & Selected Explanatory Variables from
2000 to 2010

From the above two figures one can learn that there is no difference in the
behavior of excess & free reserves. This is a clear indication that Ethiopian
commercial banks use less borrowing in their Asset Liability management.
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Both excess and free reserves maintained a negative relationship with their
respective lags which is an indication of learning from the past and taking
corrective actions, accordingly. The lag of a dependent variable indicates the
speed of adjustment (Fraser and Rose, 1973;and Goldfeld 1966). From the
regression result we can infer that it takes more than fifteen months for
commercial banks in Ethiopia to adjust their defensive assets to the desired level.
This is in line with Gilbert (1973).
Change in size of treasury bills has shown a negative relationship with both
excess & free reserves. As treasury bills are liquidated, they decrease in size and
bring cash into the bank. This improves the defensive asset position of banks.
This finding is consistent with Cagan (1969) who found patterns of the free
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reserve ratio of member banks and the commercial paper rate, which behaves
similarly to the Treasury bill rate moving in inverse directions. From the
regression result we can infer that on the average, every one Ethiopian birr
increase of treasury bills decreases defensive assets by 0.84 Ethiopian birr.
The negative association between required reserves and defensive assets given a
certain actual reserve position confirmed a priori expectation. However, it is not
significant even at 10%. This indicates that the effectiveness of indirect monetary
policy transmission mechanisms is weak in the Ethiopian financial system. This
result validates the direct intervention of National Bank of Ethiopia in the recent
past. Except that the relationship is insignificant, the finding is in agreement with
Mattingly and Abou-Zaid (2015)who found interest on excess reserves provide
incentives for banks in US and made holding reserves above the required amount
implicating negative relationship.
Both loan disbursement and its lag maintained a negative association with
defensive assets. While loan disbursement meets a priori expectation, its lag
didn’t. From this we can infer that when loans are disbursed, the money used for
financing the withdrawal of one Ethiopian birr from such loan accounts reduces
defensive assets by 0.64 Ethiopian birr. This implies the rest of the one Ethiopian
birr, i.e., 0.36 Ethiopian birr during withdrawal gets covered from daily cash
inflows such as new deposits. Similarly the rest of the one Ethiopian birr during
periods of repayment is used to effect other daily payments such as deposit
withdrawals. According to
Khemraj and Proaño (2011) the loan market and the money market are integrated
to determine an excess reserves-loan equation.
In the regression result, the coefficient of lag of loans disbursed indicates that
only some of the money lent gets withdrawn within the first quarter of its
disbursement. From this we can infer that every 1 Ethiopian birr withdrawn after
a quarter of fresh loan disbursements reduces defensive assets by 0.74 Ethiopian
birr. Similarly, one Ethiopian birr collection made after a quarter of fresh loan
disbursement improves defensive assets by 0.74 Ethiopian birr. This implies the
rest of the withdrawn money is covered from daily cash inflows such as new
deposits.
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Table 2: Regression of Excess Reserves against its Lag, Treasury Bills, Loans
and their lag, Deposits, Required Reserves, Capital, Treasury bill rate and
Discount rate
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C

279.3030

342.9829

0.814335

0.4231

-0.188184

0.106827

-1.761569

0.0904***

-0.485184

0.322143

-1.506112

0.1446

-0.844157

0.093605

-9.018317

0.0000*

-0.638539

0.169301

-3.771616

0.0009*

-0.744242

0.207045

-3.594600

0.0014*

0.408154

0.212057

1.924735

0.0657***

0.800202

0.362030

2.210320

0.0365**

0.164115

0.086333

1.900953

0.0689***

210.4110

396.1142

0.531188

0.6000

-234.0707

498.0486

-0.469976

0.6424

ΔRR
ΔT
ΔL
ΔL

ΔM

ΔM M
ΔK

ΔRDRB
ΔRLRG

ΔER

2
R 2  0.79 Adj.R  0.70 S .E  1039 DW  1.93

*Denotes significance at 1% level
level
***Denotes significance at 10% level
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Table 3: Regression of Free Reserves against its Lag, Treasury Bills, Loans and
their lag, Deposits, Required Reserves, Capital, Treasury bill rate and Discount
rate
Variable

Coefficient Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

C
ΔFR(-1)
ΔRR
ΔT
ΔL
ΔL(-1)
ΔM1
ΔM2M1
ΔK
ΔRDRB
ΔRLRG

277.3280
-0.186745
-0.487088
-0.844714
-0.641720
-0.743831
0.412407
0.801349
0.163140
211.6004
-235.0016

0.812213
-1.756141
-1.518807
-9.064762
-3.807748
-3.608688
1.952134
2.223094
1.900183
0.536518
-0.474040

0.4243
0.0913***
0.1414
0.0000*
0.0008
0.0013*
0.0622***
0.0355**
0.0690***
0.5963
0.6396

341.4475
0.106339
0.320705
0.093187
0.168530
0.206122
0.211260
0.360466
0.085855
394.3960
495.7418

2
R 2  0.79 Adj.R  0.70 S .E  1039 DW  1.93

*Denotes significance at 1% level
***Denotes significance at 10% level

**Denotes significance at 5% level

Both excess & free reserves maintain a positive relationship both with narrow
money and saving deposit held in different financial institutions by the public.
This has exactly met a priori expectation as demand deposits that are part of
narrow money are to be paid on demand and saving deposits with certain
preconditions. Such payments will be made using the defensive assets of the
bank. Such a relationship indicates that as both demand and saving deposits
increase so does defensive assets.
Both narrow money supply and saving deposit held in different financial
institutions by the public maintain a positive association with defensive assets
which is in conformity with the a priori expectation. The result shows that
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defensive assets of the Ethiopian banking sector increase by 0.41 Ethiopian birr
when narrow money increase by one Ethiopian birr. Similarly, excess reserves
increase by 0.80 Ethiopian birr when saving deposit held in different financial
institutions by the public increases by one Ethiopian birr. This indicates a
possible bigger size of saving deposits in the total broad money and a higher
variability of saving deposits.
The association between capital and defensive assets turned to be positive,
confirming a priori expectation. This indicates when bank capital increases some
part of it goes for strengthening the liquidity of the bank. From the result we can
infer that on the average, every one Ethiopian birr increase in bank capital
increases excess reserves by 0.16 Ethiopian birr.
7. Conclusion and Policy Implications
Investment made in treasury bills, amount of loan disbursed and its lag, money
supply and changes in capital are what shape the behavior of defensive assets in
the Ethiopian commercial banking sector. This is very interesting result in that
Ethiopian banks use treasury bills than federal funds markets to adjust treasury
bills against the theoretical expectation.
The other conclusion that can be reached using the results of this research is the
slow speed of adjustment of defensive asset position by Ethiopian banks
indicating inefficiency in the management of bank funds and/or the powerful
nature of the exogenous variables (Herrick, 1978). Of course, this has a lot to do
with the significant use of the treasury bill market than the federal funds markets
by Ethiopian banks which is more cost effective and easily accessible than the
former. This emphasizes the need to take policy measures that help banks to
easily adjust their defensive asset positions through overhauling the existing
policy related to the use of the inter-banking market. Besides, framing a policy
that helps the introduction of certificates of deposits, and repos will have
paramount importance. The other policy recommendation in relation to
improving the speed of adjustment of defensive asset position of banks in
Ethiopia is the introduction of a policy initiative that wisely encourages the uses
of discount window whenever necessary by outlining both the quantitative and
qualitative cost of its use. This will definitely help to improve the speed of
adjustment though it encourages the risk-taking behavior of banks. Finally, the
overall outcome of the slow speed of adjustment resulted in almost no major
difference between excess and free reserve holdings in the Ethiopian commercial
banking sector. This, most importantly, is the result of week functioning of
federal funds market and other sources of commercial bank borrowings.
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